Charles Demuth-Inspired Number Drawing
- Project #170

Project Statistics
Age Range: Elementary to High School
Time: 2-3 Class Periods
Difficulty: Easy
Cleanup: None

General Materials:
- White Drawing Paper
- Compass or Circle Stencils
- Ruler

Directions:
Step 1: Use the number stencils to draw a few numbers on a sheet of white drawing paper.
Step 2: Use a compass or circle stencils to draw several circles on top of the numbers.
Step 3: Use a ruler to draw lines to fragment the design.
Step 4: Use the colored pencils to block in colors.
Step 5: Build up colors with the colored pencils. Leave highlights and blend in some shading.
Step 6: Finish the drawing by building up the shading with darker colors and adding shadows with black.
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Products Used:
Crayola Multicultural Colored Pencils (B-4208)
Crayola Colored Pencils - 8-Count (B-4008)
Crayola Colored Pencils - 12-Count (B-4012E)
Crayola Colored Pencils - 24-Count (B-4024E)
Crayola Colored Pencils - 36-Count (B-4036)
Crayola Colored Pencils - 50-Count (B-4050)
Crayola Metallic Colors Colored Pencils (B-3708)
Roylco Big Number Stencils (ROY-58621)